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hi, i was following twallan's thread where he announced he was no longer
modding for the sims 3. i wanted to know if you could help me i have

downloaded version 1.63.134.1020 from oceanofgames and the updater
runs fine and i have a save where i have all the dlcs activated, however,

when i try to run the game it says that it cannot start because the required
data is missing, i have tried running the updater and repair programs from

the updater and nothing has changed, please help. i installed version
1.63.134.1020 from oceanofgames. i run the updater and everything goes
fine, but when i try to open the game the title screen opens, but the game
never opens. i tried downloading the game again, but it says that i already

have it installed. it is very frustrating, please help. hello i have been
searching for a crack for my s3 for a while now and i found this site and i am

very happy with this site and i have cracked it and the installer it works
perfectly i just have a question can i use it or no as i have seen people

saying no just by looking at the sims 3 site, i have cracked all of the sims 4
and if i can use it for sims 3 it will be awsome ready for your sims to impact

their world move into a community of fellow collaborative makers in the sims
4 eco lifestyle expansion pack!* play to change and make a difference in the

new world of evergreen harbor. help your new neighbors decide on a
community space project, reduce your eco footprint, and watch your

neighborhood transform. youll be surprised by what happens when your
sims start making the rules.
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hey, i just bought the
game (legitimate),

downloaded the mac
version and i cant

install any of the add-
ons, they ask me to
update, and i do, but
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they wont install. the
game is the 1.63

version and that is the
only thing that is

updated. please help i
get the error code

0x80002000. i
checked the drive for

the game and it is
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there. i have deleted
my old installation

and done a re-install
of the game. i have

tried clearing the app
from the system
preference to no

avail. i have tried the
repair options as well.
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i have seen the sims 3
update 1.63 crack in

other posts, i
downloaded the

update and i have the
same problem. i am
trying to update to

the new version of the
sims 3. please help i
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bought the game off
amazon canada and i
have the 1.63 version,

but when i tried to
update to this version,

i got the error code
0x80002000. i have
tried to fix this error
code by following all
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the instructions and
deleting the old

version of the game,
but it didn't work.

please help me. i am
running an imac and i
bought the game off
amazon.ca. i have a
1.63 version of the
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game, but when i try
and update to this

version, it says: "the
sims 3 requires mac
os x 10.6.8 or later.

this game will not run
on earlier versions of
mac os x." i have the
latest version of mac
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os x, but it still says
that. i bought the

game on amazon, it
says i need 1.63, but
when i try to update,

it says error code
0x80002000. i looked
in the app store and
tried to upgrade, but
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it says it's already the
newest version.
please help me i
bought the game

from amazon.ca and
got the 1.63 version,

but when i try to
update to this version,

it says "the sims 3
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requires mac os x
10.6.8 or later. this

game will not run on
earlier versions of

mac os x." i have the
latest version of mac
os x, but it still says

that. 5ec8ef588b
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